Home Learning
Below is a selection of Home Learning tasks for you to choose from. Complete one task each week and hand your
work into your teacher in your homework book on a Monday. Your book will be checked and returned to you on
the Wednesday. You may complete the activities in any order and there are more activities than you need to
complete so that you have a choice. You are expected to spend between 25 - 30 minutes on your Home Learning.

Year 4 - Term 5
Science Sound
In Science we will be looking at
Sound. Try recording yourself
making sounds using household
objects and ask someone to
guess what they are.

Art Water Art
In art we will be looking at
water art. Try creating your
own water picture of a lake,
river or even the sea using
any materials of your choice,

P.E. Cricket

English Diary writing

In PE this term we will be doing
cricket. Find out about a famous cricketer, or perhaps a
famous cricket ground such as
Lords.

Write a diary for 3 days, perhaps
over a weekend. Try and include
the diary features we are looking
at and include detail about
what you have been doing.

Science Glossary

General Jubilee

English Spellings

R.E. Jesus’ miracles

Write a glossary of Sound
words. Think about the words
we are learning in Science.
Write a definition of each and
put them in alphabetical order.

As it is close to the Queen’s
Platinum Jubilee, find out about
Queen Elizabeth herself, or
maybe her coronation. You can
choose how to present your
work.

Practise learning your spellings for this term using your
preferred method. Take a
photo and send it in!

In RE we will be looking at
the Miracles of Jesus. Draw
a scene and write an explanation of one of the stories of
Jesus’ miracles

TTRockstars

Reading

Don’t forget to keep practicing your tables. Try logging in
to TTR at least twice a week.

Try and make sure you are
reading every day if you can.
Perhaps you could try sharing a
book with someone at home.

Useful websites
Jesus Performed Miracles Bible Activities on Sunday School Zone
Top 10 Facts About the Jubilee - Fun Kids - the UK's children's radio station (funkidslive.com)
What Is Sound | Sound Waves For Kids | DK Find Out

